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COVID-19 infection (more 200 million) and death rate (more than 4.5 million, Aug 2021) are increasing 
irreversibly, which are affecting whole globe society’s combination toward certain Darwinism’s selection 
system, concerning human genre. Complications originating from bad treatments and unspecific diagnostics 
aggravate contracted patients, uninterruptedly [1-3].
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Unfortunately, earlier described Death Triangle Machinery (DTM) [1-3] now because of COVID-19 
variants are changing/ mutating toward the M-P-C and/or is inducing new angles i.e. stress-based conditions 
(S), and/or side effects of treatments (SE), and/or wrong selections for certain vaccines, plasma convalescent, 
and Medicines (WS) [4], that cannot be foreseen yet how is moving around. Though, one is predicting 
that the DTM is certainly mutating toward rectangle and/or pentagonal unrestrained arrangements. How? 

As previously described different angles of the death triangle i.e. Cancer- Platelets disorders - Microorganisms 
(C-P-M), based on cancerogenic diseases Medicaid and Medicare.

After two years of COVID-19 infection surged up globally (M-angle corona viruses mutations), people 
are observing that the dominant role of M-angle attracts the whole CPM triangle moves toward M-angle, 
and even aforementioned triangle is growing toward creating a rectangle and possibly pentagonal forms, 
unpredictably. What would be the next causes aggravating current COVID-19 variants virulence?
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One of the main key players in increasing in-hospital death rate and overall-death rate is disastrously 
mixed-ups of the (un-)known microorganisms pre-/ post transfusion [3,4] i.e. mixedups of viral with Fungi 
contamination, which is comparable recently observed in the India’s COVID-19 patients ( July 2021 CNN 
reports). Obviously, certain Fungi could get involved in the progression of COVID-19 mutations and 
pharmaco-toxicological side effects resulting in random shut down of organs, septic shock [6], and might 
(hidden) cancerogenus irregular processes. One might ask a sincere question that what is going on with 
the whole Health system and correlated University Medical Centers (UMCs)? and their regular research 
activities? Why the UMCs do not come with at least a novel solution? What happened to the UMCs in 
the last years? where the most novel solutions came from them. Why they cannot now offer solution against 
COVID-19 pandemics?

And why? globally we are going toward such an arrangements, which is not investigated/ elucidated/ 
highlighted completely.

Nevertheless, the DTM activation causes significant intensification in mortality and morbidity risks in the 
last Centuries. Moreover, the current Medicare and Medicaid are rather imagined than facts-based real-
standard- research and development to prevent the DTM progression, discriminatory.

In addition, there are so many co-factors missing at nano- and microenvironment signaling that a real 
mechanism of random shutdown of organs, which might work for everybody does not still exist [3] in the 
COVID-19 contracted patients.

Obviously, the DTM in the advantage of infectious M-angle is busy with winning terrain, and is expanding 
toward new angles, which is, unfortunately, becoming the unpredictable angle (rectangle) and is growing. 
Moreover, one is predicting two (or more) novel angles are arising from the M-angle namely the S, the SE, 
the WS, and beyond at the old angels of the triangle to form either rectangle or pentagonal configuration. 
Why forthcoming novel angel is risky for global health problems? Because any complication in the current 
COVID-19 variants might increase death rate by factor 10 up to 100.

If one’ prediction comes true, there will be new configurations created with so many errors in Medicare and 
Medicaid aspects, which could bring the human being genre to the dangerous edge(s), irreversibly.

Today thrombosis is still one of the main causes of affecting mortality and morbidity rate either out and/
or in-hospitals. Cancer treatments’ side effects result in an unintentional cancer-related thrombosis (CAT). 
From 153 years ago up to now, was the CAT indicated as an important death cause [1,5]. There is a rare 
incidence of progression to myelofibrosis and myeloid metaplasia in both disorders, which may or may not 
precede transformation to acute myeloid leukemia, but thrombosis (disorders of P-angel from the DTM) is 
the main cause of morbidity and mortality of patients [5], in the 21th Century.

Taken together, if and only if, immediately the Chief Policymakers do not respond appropriately, maybe the 

Besides, the bidirectional correlations between angels of rectangle, which could arise as novel interactions are 
disturbing unknown combinations, as well.
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people should need to reserve a seat, globally, and travel with Jeff Bezos to the Moon and Mars but with a 
one-way ticket to there, where might not the catastrophic pandemic take place.
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